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Dynamics 365 Customer Insights

>What is D365 Customer Insights?
>Improvements in Usability
>Data Sources and Destinations
>Enrichment
>Predictions
>What’s missing?

Lasse Teeriaho
Power Platform Advisor
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What’s D365 Customer Insights?

> Microsoft’s Customer Data Platform 
(CDP)

> Customer Insights is a new technology 
with a lot of potential

> Messy and scattered customer data is 
not uncommon, and CDPs strive to fix 
the issue

> CI unifies customer data from various 
sources powered by smart matching 
technologies (fuzzy joins)

> Unified data allows enrichment and 
building predictions (ML) seamlessly
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Improvements in 
Usability
> More comfortable to follow the

progress when building the
customer models

> Earlier, it was challenging to reset
an environment, or some specific
data set imported, now that’s
supported

> The language of the environment
can be changed (no need to use it 
in Finnish!)

> Data profiling is made easy for data 
analysts, now you can easily see
the stats of the imported data 
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Data Sources and 
Destinations

> Earlier, data sources were 
limited. Now Wave 1 brings in 
new supported data sources 
→ needs hands-on testing

> Incremental refresh support, 
no more long waiting times.

> New out-of-the-box export 
destinations
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Enrichment

> Enrichment is still in preview, 
but now there's quite much
more ways to enrich the data 
from Microsoft or from 3rd 
Party sources

> We are eager to see more of 
these enrichment services to 
land, as they will be in a 
crucial role to get more out of 
your customer data.



Predictions

> New prediction models (AI templates) that are 
easy to implement: Out-of-the-Box AI 
templates (predictions): churn, lifetime value, 
next best action

> These are useful models to begin 
experimentations → try first these with your 
customer data and then move further on to 
custom ML models.
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What’s missing?

1) Support for On-prem gateways

“This is functionality that is scheduled for a future release, it is confusing because it can be selected in the connector but nothing 
happens.”

---

“We are currently working to enable on-prem connectivity in Customer Insights and plan to enable preview of this feature in June 
2020. Please let us know if you are interested and we will add you to the preview.

In the meantime, you can export your on-prem data to Azure SQL, Azure blobs, or CSV files etc. and ingest from there into CI.”

2) Teams Add-In
Microsoft Teams add-in allows you to view profile and insights data directly in Microsoft Teams.



Keep an eye on forwardforever.com/blog for more insights:

Thanks for reading!

https://forwardforever.com/blog/

